Abstract. This paper extends the study (initiated by M. Rosenblatt) of the asymptotic behavior of the convolution sequence of a probability measure on compact or completely simple semigroups. Let S be a locally compact second countable Hausdorff topological semigroup. Let ji be a regular probability measure on the Borel subsets of S such that S does not have a proper closed subsemigroup containing the support F of /x. It is shown in this paper that when S is completely simple with its usual product representation X X G X Y, then the convolution sequence ¡i" converges to zero vaguely if and only if the group factor G is noncompact. When the group factor G is compact, ¡i" converges weakly if and only if limn_>00 F" is nonempty. This last result remains true for an arbitrary compact semigroup S generated by F. Furthermore, we show that in this case there exist elements an G S such that ¡i" « 5ĉ onverges weakly, where 5a> is the point mass at an. This result cannot be extended to the locally compact case, even when 5 is a group.
1. Throughout this paper, 5 will denote a locally compact second countable semigroup (i.e. an algebraic semigroup with locally compact Hausdorff topology and jointly continuous multiplication).
By a measure on S, we will mean a finite regular nonnegative measure on the class of all Borel sets (generated by open sets) of S. Let C(S) be the realvalued continuous functions with compact support. A net of measures (ßk) is said to converge in the weak*-sense (or vaguely) to a measure ß if and only if for each/ E C(S), ffdßk converges to ffdß. By Banach-Alaoglu's theorem, the set B(S) of all measures ß with ß(S) < 1 is compact in the weak*-topology. Also B(S) is an algebraic semigroup under the usual convolution (*) operation of measures.
Throughout we will use the following notation. For sets A and B C S and any point x in S, we will write: Ax~x = {y: yx EA); x~xA = { y: xy E A }; ABTS = U{AX-*:x E B); A~XB = U{x~lB: x G A}.
It is known that for any ß E B(S) and any Borel set C, the mappings x -» ß(Cx~l) and x -» ß(x~lC) are measurable; also for ßx and /?2 in B(S), we have A * ß2(C) = }ßx(Cx-x)ß2(dx) -fß2(x-iC)ßx(dx).
When 5 is compact, 7?(S) as well as P(5) (= the probability measures on 5) is a compact topological semigroup with respect to convolution and weak*-topology. But P(S), despite being a topological semigroup, is compact if and only if S is compact while B(S), despite being compact, is not a topological semigroup since the convolution in B(S ) is not jointly continuous-for example, when S = (0, oo), <$w -> 0 vaguely, 5{1/n) -» 0 vaguely while 5W * 8,x/n) = 5m. When S is the semigroup [0, oo) under multiplication, the convolution in B(S) is not even separately continuous; the reason is: one can show by using the Central Limit Theorem that if /x is the normalized Lebesgue measure on [0,e], e = 2^Lrj *"/"!> tnen /*" converges vaguely to the measure \ • St0Ĝ B(S) while p" * 5{0} = 5{0} and \ • 5{0} * 5{0} = \ ■ 5{0}.
A semigroup is called completely simple if it is simple and contains a primitive idempotent. When S is completely simple, it is well known that S is topologically isomorphic to the product structure XxGX Y, where A!" is a locally compact left zero semigroup, G is a locally compact topological group and y is a locally compact right zero semigroup and the multiplication is defined by (xx,gx,yx)(x2,g2,y2) = (xx,gxyxx2g2,y2).
It is also known that every compact semigroup S has a kernel (i.e. a smallest two-sided ideal) K which is completely simple. These facts are all given in [1] . Completely simple semigroups S have been studied in connection with the convergence of ¡i", u G P(S), by many authors including M. Rosenblatt [17] and A. Tortrat [18] .
The purpose of this paper is to describe completely the behavior of p" as « -» oo on semigroups S which are either compact or completely simple. The
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use main work in this area seems to have started with the paper of Kawada and Ito [7] , who considered compact groups. The most significant contributions in this area in the case of compact semigroups are undoubtedly due to M. Rosenblatt (see his papers [15] , [16] and also his book [17] ). Rosenblatt proved, among other things, the following result: Theorem 1. When S is compact and generated by the support F of some p. in P(S), then the sequence p." converges vaguely as « -» oo if and only if there does not exist a proper compact normal subgroup Gx of the group factor G of the kernel K = XxGxYofS such that F ■ (X x G, X Y) = X X gGxX Y for some g S Gx, where YX C G,.
In §3, we will give another necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence of p." on a compact semigroup: the condition is that the set lim inf,,.^ F" = {x\x E V and V open => V n F" ¥* 0 for all positive integers greater than some positive integer N) is nonempty. Exactly this condition was obtained by H. Collins [2] when S is a compact group. His arguments have to be considerably modified to obtain our extension. In §3, we will also show that in a compact semigroup there exist elements an such that the sequence p" * 8aii converges vaguely as n -» oo. This result is the extension of a similar result by Kloss [8] for compact groups, who had left the case of compact semigroups as an open question.
In §2, we consider the convergence of p" when S is completely simple. We show: p." -» 0 vaguely as n -* oo if and only if the group factor of S is noncompact. The proof of this fact does not seem to be easy. We have used the idea of Csiszar [3] who worked in the case of locally compact groups, but did not obtain the above result. The above result was obtained by Mukherjea [11] for locally compact groups. One cannot obtain this result for completely simple semigroups directly from the result on groups, since in most cases one cannot find a suitable homomorphism from such a semigroup into its group factor.
2. In this section, we state and prove the following theorem. Theorem 2. Let S be completely simple with usual product representation XXGXY. Suppose p. E P(S) and S = U"=1F", where F is the support of p.. Proof. First, we notice that given e > 0, there exists a compact set K c S such that p(K) > 1 -e. Therefore we can find compact subsets Kx C X, K3 C y such that K C Kx X G X K¡ and This means that if G is compact, the sequence u" has cluster points only in P(S). This proves the "only if part of the theorem.
To prove the "if part" of the theorem we assume that G is noncompact and the sequence ¡i" does not converge vaguely to zero. We will prove the theorem by reaching a contradiction to this assumption. First, we need to observe the following:
,..
For compact subsets A, B of S and a compact *■ ' subset K C X, the set A~l B n (K X G x Y) is compact.
To prove (3), it can be easily verified that A~l B is a closed subset of S. We may and do assume that A C Ax X A2 X A3 and B C Bx X B2 X B3, where Ax, Bx are compact subsets of X while A2,B2 are compact subsets of G and A3,B3 are compact subsets of Y. Then one can verify that
which is compact noticing that A3-K is a compact subset of G. Now the assertion in (3) is clear.
We will now divide the proof into four steps.
Step I. Here we will prove a lemma similar to that given by Csiszar [3] in the case when 5 is a group. His arguments have to be modified somewhat. We and A a compact set such that (7) pk(S-A)<c/2-e.
Also by (2), we can find compact Kx C X such that for all n > 1,
Let F = y4-1Z) D (F, X G X y). Then by (3), F is compact. Since for y in KXXGXY,
Dx~xy~x tlA¥=0=>yxEE=>yE Ex~x,
we have by (J),y E (Kx X G X Y) n (S -Fx-1) implies (9) pk(Dx-xy-x) < c/2 -e.
Therefore for n > &, we have
for all x E S. We also observe that there exists a positive integer N such that n > N implies Step I is complete.
Step II. In this step, we will show that the set {pn: n > 1}~ n P(S) is nonempty.
Since we have assumed that the sequence p" does not converge to zero vaguely as n -* co, there exists 8 > 0 such that for some subsequence (nk) of positive integers, p"k(K) > 8 > 0 for some compact set K. By
Step I, the real number b (defined there) is now 1 since
This means that given e such that 0 < e < 5, there is a compact set B and elements xn G S such that for all n > 1, (12) ii"(7ix;1»l-e>l-5.
Hence Bx~* D K ¥= 0 for all k and therefore, the x"k's all belong to K~XB. By (2), we can find compact sets Kx C X, K3 C Y such that for all « > 1,
Since Bx~x C B(K~lB)~l, we have for all k,
Writing C -K~XB ("1 (Kx X G X Y), we see that C is compact and it can be easily verified that for all k,
This means that given e > 0, we have found a compact set Af such that u"*(A/) > 1 -3e for all k.
Hence the cluster points of (p."k) are all in P(S) and this proves Step II.
Step III. In this step, we will show that there is a cluster point of (p.") which is an idempotent probability measure. We will employ Csiszar's method of tail idempotents [3] . By Step II, there is a subsequence (n¡) of positive integers such that «"' -* ß G P(S) vaguely as / -* oo. Since the sequence (p"', p"'~l,..., ii2,u,0, 0,...) are elements in the compact space Xjt0B(S)j, B(S)j = B(S) for all/, it follows that there exists a subsequence (p¡) C («,) such that for each nonnegative integer k, (13) pp'~k -» pk G B(S) vaguely as / -► oo.
Since the convolution in B(S) is not even separately continuous for a general locally compact semigroup, the fact that (14) pk*pk = ß, 0 < * < oo, needs some justification. For this, let / G C(S) and £ > 0. By (2), we can find compact sets Kx C X, K3 C y such that for each positive integer n, (15) p"(Kx X G X K3) > 1 -£.
This means that This proves (14).
Since ß E P(S), it follows from (14) that pk E P(S). Let (q¡) C (p¡) be a subsequence such that (21) ¡ía¡ -» Q G B(S) as i -+ oo.
Then for A: <j < q¡, il*-* = /i7'-* * p*-;.
Using the same argument as used to establish (14), we have
Writing,/ = q¡, we have pk = p?'~k * u . Again arguing as in (14), we have (23) pk = pk*Q which means that Q E P(S) and by (21) and (23), Q = Q * g. Since 5 is a separable metric space, F(S) is at least first countable and therefore by (13) and (21), we can find a subsequence (r¡) C (q¡) such that (24) pfM~ri -* Q as i -»oo.
This completes Step III.
Step IV. In this step, we will complete the proof of the theorem. First, we observe that in the beginning of Step III, we could assume that ß was an idempotent probability measure (by replacing ß by Q). Then equation where F = supp p. Since 5 = U^L x Fk, it is clear that the support of Q, which is completely simple since Q is idempotent (see [12] ), is X X Gx X Y where Gx is a compact subgroup of G and Y • X C Gx.
We now claim (26) F CXXgGxxY for some g G G -G, and Gx is a normal subgroup of G.
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To prove (26), let 0,,g, ,yx) and 02,g2,y2) De elements in F. Let (x',g',y') E supp(ui). Then by (25), Oi,gpyi)0',g'./) EXXGXXY or (27) gi (y^')g' e G, or g' G G,g, 'G ,.
Also by (25), we have (x',g',y')(x2,g2,y2) G XX G, X Y or (28) g'(/*2)S2 e G, or g2 G G! -g'"1 G, or g2 G G,-g,G,, by (27).
This proves the following fact:
(29) F C XX GxgGx X Y and suppu, CJÍX Gxg~xG, X Y. Now using the same method as used in deriving equation (23) and writing ¡iq'~k = pq'~J * pj~k for k </ < q¡, we get the following identity:
(30) pk = Q*pk.
From (30), we have (X X Gx X Y) ■ suppu, C suppu,.
From (29), it is clear that a typical element in suppu, can be taken as (x,hxg~xh2,y) where hx and h2 are in G,, and therefore, (XxGxXY)-(x,hxg-xh2,y) = XxGxg~xh2x{y) C suppu,.
Now from (25), we have F • suppu, C X X G, X Y and therefore, by choosing a typical element in £ (using (29)) as (xx,h3gh4,yx), where h3 and A4 are in Gx, we have (xx,h3gh4,yx) • (X X Gxg~Xh2 X {y)) CXXGXXY.
This means that h3-gGxg~lh2 C Gj or gGx C Gxg.
Similarly, using (23) and (29), we have G, g C gGx. Hence gGx = Gx g. This proves that for 1 < k < oo, Fk C X XgkGx X Y and therefore, G = U£L,g*G,. This means that G, is a normal subgroup of G and (26) is proven. Now the sequence gk (1 < k < oo) cannot be completely contained in any compact set since G is noncompact. This means that the sequence g must converge to oo as k -» oo (see [6, p. 85] ). Therefore given any compact set K2 C G, there exists a positive integer N (depending upon K2) such that for k>N,gk-GxD K2 = 0. Hence for all k > N, Fk n (XX K2XY) = 0 which contradicts our original assumption that the sequence p" does not converge to zero vaguely. The proof of the theorem is now complete. We remark here that in the above proof second countability has been used crucially at least in deriving (24). It is not clear how one can prove the same result without the assumption of second countability. However, when S is a locally compact noncompact, but compactly generated group generated by the support of a probability measure p, the convolution sequence p" converges to 0 vaguely as n tends to infinity. The reason is: by Theorem 8.7 in [6] , in this case there is a compact normal subgroup H of S such that the quotient group S/H is a locally compact noncompact second countable group and therefore, if F is the probability measure on this quotient induced by p, then by our theorem, P" converges to 0 vaguely and this means that pn also converges to 0 vaguely as n tends to infinity.
We further remark that in a locally compact noncompact connected group which is generated by the support of a probability measure p, we conjecture the following stronger result: for every compact set K, sup{ii"(Fx): x in S) -» 0 as n -* oo ; in the abelian case, this is easy to show by using the structure theorem for abelian groups. In the discrete situation, this result is, of course, not true; for example, take S -the integers and p = the unit mass at 1.
3. In this section, we first state and prove a theorem giving necessary and sufficient conditions for the weak convergence of the convolution sequence p" for a probability measure jn on a compact semigroup S. Our theorem will include Rosenblatt's Theorem (Theorem 1) with a slightly different proof. This theorem contains also a new result (the part (i)«=> (ii)), an extension of a similar result of Collins [2] on compact groups. Theorem 3. Let S be a compact semigroup and p G P(S). Suppose S = U^LiF", where F is the support of p. Let XxGxY be the usual product representation of K, the kernel of S. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) the sequence p" converges weakly; (ii) lim inf^^F" is nonempty, where lim inf^^F" = {x E S\ given any open set V containing x, there exists a positive integer N such that n > N => V n F" is nonempty); (iii) there is no proper closed normal subgroup Gx of G such that YX C Gx, and F(X XGXXY) C XXgGxX Y for some g E G -G,.
Proof, (i) ■* (ii). Suppose p" -* X G P(S) as n -» oo. Then it is easy to see that suppX C lim inf^^F".
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Our next theorem gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the weak convergence of p" on a completely simple semigroup with its group factor compact. [Note that in this case weak convergence and weak*-convergence are equivalent.] Theorem 4. Let S be a completely simple semigroup with product representation XXGXY, where G is compact. Let p E P(S), F be the support of p and S = U%LxFn. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) the sequence p" converges weakly;
(ii) lim inf,,.^ F" is nonempty; (iii) there is no proper closed normal subgroup G, of G such that YX C Gx and F C X X gGx X Y for some g in G -G,.
Proof. The proof is almost identical to that of Theorem 3 and is omitted. Our next theorem gives a useful sufficient condition for the convergence of p" on a compact semigroup or on a completely simple semigroup with compact group factor. Theorem 5. Let S be a compact semigroup or a completely simple semigroup with compact group factor. Let p G P(S) and F be the support of p. Then ifk is the smallest positive integer such that F" D F # 0for some positive integer n, then for each positive integer m with 0 < m < k -1, the sequence pm converges weakly os/i-> oo.
Proof. To prove this theorem, we will use mainly arguments of Rosenblatt [16] .
Let S be compact. [The proof in the other case will follow exactly similarly.] Let K be the kernel of {ju," : n > 1} (weak-closure). Then K is a group and K consists only of all the cluster points of {pn: n > 1}. Let n be the identity of Kß. Using Rosenblatt's arguments [17, p. 153], it follows that Sv = the support of n = X X Gx X y, where A7 X G X y is the completely simple kernel of S, Gx is a closed normal subgroup of G. Also, if X is a cluster point of {pn: n > 1} other than rj, then Sx = X X gGx X Y where g G G -G,. It is also easy to show from the group property of K that for any two distinct cluster points XX,X2, SK flíj = 0. Since u * i? G K , it follows from the preceding discussion that (37) F ■ {X X G, X y ) = X X gGx X Y for some g G G.
Then it follows from (37) that (38) F" -{XXGXXY) = XXg"GxXY for every positive integer n. Therefore if F" n Fn+k ¥= 0, then g"Gx n gn+kGx # 0 which means gkGx = G,. This means that if k is the smallest positive integer with F" n F # 0 for some positive integer n, then A: is the smallest positive integer for which (39) / * Tj = Tj.
Hence for 0 < m < k -1, pm+nk * tj = u"1 * tj for all n. This means that if pm+nJk -» Xm G FÍS) weakly for some subsequence n. of positive integers, then Xm = Xm * tj = um * tj. The theorem now follows. Q.E.D. Our final theorem in this paper answers a question of Kloss [8] and extends a result of his on compact groups. Theorem 6. Let S be a compact semigroup. Let u G P(S ) and S = U"=, F", where F is the support of u. Then there exist elements an E S such that the sequence u" * 8a converges weakly to some X G P{S) as n -» oo.
Proof. By the same kind of trick as used in Step III of Theorem 2 (in §2), there exists a subsequence nk of positive integers such that for each nonnegative integer/, (40) u"* j -* u, G P(S) as k -> oo and w", -» Moo = /^oo e p(S) as k -* °°-Since 5 is locally compact second countable, S is a separable metric space and, therefore, every closed set is a Gô-set (i.e., countable intersection of open sets). Let (On) be a decreasing sequence of open sets such that 5fe = fl^L, On. Since P(S) is in this case first countable (with respect to weak or weak*-topology), it follows from (40) that there exists a subsequence (pk) C (nk) such that Hence there exists zm such that (42) pm-p*(Okz-x)>l-l/k.
Let z be any element in S. Then we claim: the sequence (43) p" * 8Z z -* Pq * 8Z weakly as n -> oo.
To prove the claim, let Q be any cluster point of the sequence p" * 8Z¡¡Z. Then there is a subsequence m-of positive integers such that /*"" * szm z ~* Ô weakly as y -*• oo. We now replace the sequence iw-by a suitable subsequence (and still calling this subsequence the m 's) such that we can choose a subsequence (pk ) of the sequence (pk) such thàtpk, < my-< pk +x. Now the sequence Since jli^ is the identity of the kernel (which is a group) of {pn : n > 1}~ and the kernel consists of the set of all the subsequential limits of {pn : n > 1}, we have (45) fco«A*iZo = A.8v
Now since px is an idempotent probability measure, we have from [10] : for any Borel set B, p^Bz-1 y~x) = p^Bz'1) for any y E S . [Recall z E S" .] Therefore by (44) and (45), X * 8ZoZ(B) -X * 82o(Bz-x) = px * X * 8Zo(Bz-x)
= fp"(Bz-xy-x)X * 8Zo(dy) -/p^Bz'^X * 8Zo (dy) and by (40), pPk' -* Uq weakly as/ -> oo, it is clear that f2 = Uq * (X * 5ZqZ) = u0 * (u^ * <5Z) = u0 * «5Z.
This proves our claim (43). The theorem now follows. Q.E.D.
In conclusion, we remark that Theorem 6 does not extend to the noncompact case, even in the case of locally compact groups. For example, let 5 be a locally compact noncompact abelian group which is generated by the support F of some probability measure u G P(S) such that F contains the identity of S. [For instance, take u to be the normalized Lebesgue measure on [-2,2] and S = (-co, oo).] Now, if there exist an E S such that u" * 80n -» X E P(S) weakly as n -* oo, then /*" * »a. * -«,-! * p" = /*" * P" = O * p)" converge to X *X as n -* oo, where for any ß G P(S), ß is defined by ß(B) = ß(B~x). This means that if X * X = Q, then Q = Q2, the support SQ of Q is a compact group and u * p * Q = Q; therefore, F • F-1 • Sq C Sq which implies that Fand F are both contained in Sq. This is a contradiction since S is generated by F and 5 is noncompact.
Because of the above remark, a natural question arises: in a locally compact noncompact group S generated by the support of a probability measure p, when do there exist elements a" in S such that the sequence u" * 8ai¡ converges vaguely to a probability measure as n tends to infinity. Our conjecture at the end of §2, if answered in the affirmative, will prove the nonexistence of such elements an when S is connected. Since our conjecture can be established in the abelian case, it is clear that in the abelian connected case, the convolution sequence u" cannot be normalized by translations in order to be vaguely convergent to a probability measure. Therefore, it is now natural to ask if there exist some other types of 1-1 mappings (such as automorphisms) on S such that the sequence u" when normalized by these mappings becomes vaguely convergent to a probability measure, and in the case such mappings can be found, what are the possible limit measures.
